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EDUX 9902 
Amplify Your Impact 

Log of Hours 
Detail how you have completed at least 50 hours (2 credits/units), 75 hours (3 credits/units),  
100 hours (4 credits/units), 125 hours (5 credit/units) or 150 hours (6 credits/units) of activities 
toward your goal(s).  

 

Date:  Enter a single date for each line. Dates must not be combined or provided in   

                    ranges. 

 

Goal/Category: Label each entry by a goal or category that is aligned with the goals listed on your 

Professional Learning Plan--  i.e. Curriculum Development, Collaboration, Lesson 

Modifications, Technology . . . 

 

           Activity:      Describe the activity for each date in specific detail. 

Note: On any given date, if you work longer than a half day, you must provide a detailed 
description of each activity completed. 

 

 

           Hours:    Record the amount of time spent working on each activity.  Round up to ¼ hr. 

 Hours that CANNOT be logged - any hours you are receiving compensation  

 or other credits for, and/or any activity that can be completed by a  

 non-professional volunteer and/or does not demonstrate graduate-level   

 work.  

 
_______________________________________ 

 

If you listed either of the following activities on your Professional Learning Plan,   

please assign them the category labels:   

 
    Aligning Classroom Environment to the Curriculum (max 10%) encompasses activities where you are      

    creating a learning environment to support the needs of your students.  

Professional Reading/Media (max 25%) encompasses any reading, listening, or viewing of media sources to 

better your practice and/or learn evidence based strategies. Evidence to demonstrate MUST include detailed, 

synthesized notes of how you plan to implement your knowledge.  Annotated texts alone are not sufficient 

evidence. 

 

If you have any questions, please contact your coordinator.             

                                                                             

_______________________________________________ 
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I attest that this log is a true reflection of hours spent engaged in activities to reach my goal 
for this class and that I was not compensated in any manner for any of these hours. 

 

I attest that all work is my own and was created for the purpose of this course.   
 

 

Name: ______________________       Date: _______________ 

 

Use this chart to total your hours upon completion.     
Expand this chart as needed to include all your goals. 

 

                                  Goal(s)/Categories    Hours 

1. Revise and make new materials for the unit: Adaptations and 

Variations to better align with state standards. 

Also make new materials for the STEM project. 

 

30 

2. Incorporate an entire Body Systems lesson into my Systems 

unit. 

 

22 

3. Research and learn about new practices and current 

educational trends in the classroom. 

 

7 

4. Get up to date on scientific findings that go along with my 

curriculum. Find new and more current examples for my 

curriculum, such as hurricanes, and add them into my 

PowerPoints. 

 

29 

5. Revise my first weeks of school plan and edit and make new 

lesson plans for the first few days.  

 

12 

6. Make a tentative plan for the first 2 months of school. This 

includes collaborating with the other 7th grade science teacher.  

 

21.5 

7. Professional Reading. “Befriend your Brain by Faith G. 

Harper and “Ambitious Science Teaching by Jessica Jane 

Thompson, Mark Windschitl, and Melissa Braatan. 

29 

                                                     Please calculate Total Hours:               150.5 

 
 

Please expand the table as needed. 
 

Date     Goal/Category  Activity (please cite specific examples) Hours 

6/25 #3 Watched the “EDUX 9928 Optional PD Webinar: Schoology” and 

took notes.  

1 
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6/26 #6 Spoke on the phone to colleague about how we are both going to 

organize the school year. We decided to start with Earth Science.  

2 

6/28 #3 Watched the “EDUX 9928 Optional PD Webinar: Google Classroom” 

and took notes, https://vimeo.com/840239013/55a6f7cd7d?share=copy 

1 

6/30 #3 Watched the “EDUX 9928 Optional PD Webinar: Science of Reading” 

and took notes. 

 

Watched the “EDUX 9928 Optional PD Webinar: Dyslexia” and took 

notes  

1 

 

 

 

1 

7/1 #1 Start STEM Project calendar and schedule. 2 

7/2 

 

#1 Worked on a new unit for plant and animal adaptations. Worked on 

doc and did research on the standard and unit. Did research on colony 

collapse disorder and bee pollination.  

2 

7/5 #1 Worked on a new unit for plant and animal adaptations. Worked on 

doc and did research on the standard and unit. Did research on colony 

collapse disorder and bee pollination. Continued with the research on 

different methods of pollination.  

2 

7/6 #1 Did a little more research on animal nesting. I found a CER so I want 

to develop an activity from it.  

2 

7/7 

 

#1 Worked on research on different methods of animal nesting. I still 

need to do more research on this.  

1.5 

7/14 #2 Recopied my digital plan for the 2023 and added a few new 
things. Still need to figure out where to add body systems 
lesson. 

2 

7/15 #2 Started to make a new body systems lesson based on the 6th 
grade standard. 

3 

7/15 #7 Started reading “Ambitious Science Teaching” and taking notes. 2.5 

7/16 #2 Worked on body systems lesson- Made the notebook. 2 

7/18 #2 Organized the digital lesson for the body systems lesson. 3.5 

7/20 #2 Worked on the body systems lesson and added more research.  2 

7/21 #2 Read more on the body systems and how they all work together 
to add to the lesson. This lesson should take 2 class periods 
and then students can finish for homework.  

1.5 
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7/21 #7 Started to read and take notes “Befriend Your Brain” 2.5 

7/22 #6 Researched some start of the year activities I really want to 
adjust my first few days of school Scientists lessons to be more 
advanced. 

2 

7/23 #7 Read/ Take notes on “Ambitious Science Teaching ”  3 

7/23 #6 Found great root words and Scientists activity. Spent time 
adjusting it for my students.  

2.5 

7/23 #2 Worked on making an entire body systems information digital 

notebook and did edits to the body systems PowerPoint I already have.  
4 

7/25 #7 Read/ Took notes on “Befriend Your Brain” 1.5 

7/25 #6 Worked on plan for the first week of school with my new root words 

worksheet that goes with the mini scientists unit I made.  
2 

7/26 #2 Made finishing touches to Body Systems lesson and added a 
few more slides to help organize students better for the project. 

2 

7/26 #7 Read/ Take notes on “Befriend Your Brain”. 2 

7/27 #6 Found a great activity to do on the second day of school. I 
adjusted it and added my own scientists and changed up the 
worksheet. This is called "Famous Scientists and inventors". 

2 

7/27 #6 Finished up "Famous Scientists and Inventors" and printed it out to 

organize in my binder. 
2 

7/28 #6 Made a new worksheet to go with my Scientists’ pictures 
activity. Students will do this the first full week of school as an 
energizer. I added some new pictures. 

3.5 

7/29 #7 Read/ Take notes on “Befriend Your Brain”  2 

7/30 #4 Did some research on what hurricanes have been used I found a really 

great article that I am hoping will be updated throughout the year  
2 

7/30 #5 Worked on adjusting plan for the first month of school and fixed 

scavenger hunt.  
2.5 

8/1 #5 Found a great activity to get to know the students on flask. Adjusted 

the activity to make it my own and did a research slide on what a flask 

is. May adjust it to make an energizer. 

2.5 

8/1 #1 Spoke on the phone to 6th grade APC teacher to discuss Body Systems 

unit. We also discussed making a new APC rubric for CER’s. 

2.5 
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We also are in the process of adjusting the STEM fair for the APC 

curriculum.  

8/2 #2 Worked on Body Systems unit and made adjustments after discussion 

with 6th grade teacher. 

2 

8/3 #4 Worked on APC CER rubric.  2 

8/3 #1 Found a lesson on biomimicry I can use in my variations and 

adaptations unit. I worked on adjusting it.  

2.5 

8/4 #7 Read/ Take notes on “Befriend Your Brain”  3 

8/5 #7 Read/ Take notes on “Befriend Your Brain”  2 

8/5 #7 Read/Took notes on “Ambitious Science Teaching” 2 

8/6 #5 Started to organize a list of materials needed for several 
projects this year. I spent time comparing prices and organizing 
my start of the year activities. 

2 

8/6 #7 Read/ Take notes on “Ambitious Science Teaching”  2 

8/7 #5 Worked on lesson planning and organizing when I am teaching 
what. Worked on first day of school activity and edited the flask 
activity. 

3 

8/7 #4  Cleaned up a hurricane activity called spaghetti plots made it a 
little more user friendly I need to add more current data to it.  

1.5 

8/8 #5 Worked on scavenger hunt for first week of school edited the 
templates that will go around the classroom, 

1.5 

8/10 #7 Read/ Take notes on “Ambitious Science Teaching”  2 

8/11 #6 Worked on greeting slide in first day of schools slides. I used a 
few articles to help me from edtopia.com.  
 

2 

8/12 #4 Worked on notes on some articles about new practices. 2 

8/12 #4 Did some research on hurricanes and what is going on now 
(articles/videos attached in notes) I also added a few things on 
my “Spaghetti Plot” activity from last year with some more 
current data and hurricanes. 

4 

8/12 #4 Did some more research on hurricanes and what is happening 
now. 

4 
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Made a new worksheet for students to color in and label what 
the Atlantic basin looks like. I also prepared some hard copies 
that are colored to try and minimize computer/screen time for 
certain IEP students. 

 

 

 

 

8/14 #6 Communicated with the math teacher to make a virtual agenda. 
We also talked about ideas for how to run the first day of school. 

2 

8/15 #7 Finished up the book “Ambitious Science Teaching” and took 
notes. 

2 

8/16 #7 Went on the ambitious science teaching website and took some 
notes on anchoring and modeling and just took the time to take 
more notes after reading the books. 
https://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/presentations-on-
anchoring-events-and-modeling/#1479473299605-ab2574f8-
d6bab811-f21c 
 

4 

8/17 #4 Watched the NSTA webinar: Sea levels rising and took notes  2 

8/20 #4 Watched the NSTA webinar: Science citizen and took notes  2.5 

8/20 #4 Watched the NSTA webinar: Food agriculture and took notes  3 

8/21 #6 Organized a virtual agenda for the 7th grade and organized 
google drive for the first day of school. 

1.5 

8/23 #3 Did more research and notes on ambitious science teaching 
and took some notes on unit plans and time lengths.  

1.5 

8/23 #4 Watched the NSTA: Current hurricane season and added some 
information to slides. 

4 

8/24 #4 Watched NSTA webinar State of the climate and took notes. 
Also did research from University of Arizona and their water 
crisis I want to incorporate this into my water cycle unit.  
Added a doc on notes to the unit folder. 
https://news.asu.edu/20221115-arizona-impact-future-water-
arizona 
 

3.5 

8/25 #1 Worked on some new materials for the STEM project. I created 
a new rubric and worked on updating the virtual packet.  

4 

8/26 #1 Made a new STEM proposal with rubric. 3 

8/27 #1 Updated STEM slides to incorporate new rubrics and proposal. 
Also added a better timeline so it goes smoother this year. 

3 
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8/28 #1 Changed the way students search for projects and made a list 
of materials I want to get before the school year starts to 
prepare better for STEM.  

2.5 

8/29 #1 Edited worksheets and rubrics for typos and cleaned up the 
fonts to make them more visually pleasing for the STEM 
materials.  

2 

 


